


Introduction 
YeFiM is a fork of Yearn Finance with its own YeFiM token, designed to meet the demand for financial 
innovation and improve the efficiency of the financial system using Defi and blockchain technology. 

The team is tackling the challenge of creating a decentralized financial ecosystem by offering a full range of 
Defi-based products and solutions. 

The YeFiM platform will integrate Defi's various products and solutions into a single ecosystem, allowing 
consumers to conduct financial activities in a cost-effective and reliable way in one place. It is important to 

note that in order to ensure complete decentralization within the ecosystem, voting will be implemented, which 

gives the community full authority to decide which distribution the operating group deserves. 

 
 

Key Products 
YF Management offers the following products and solutions, which include: 

 

     YeFiM Token: 
 

The YeFiM token is the proprietary token of the YF Management ecosystem, thanks to which it allows                 
processing transactions as an exchange token, and also allows peer-to-peer exchange and value transfer.              
The YeFiM token is already listed on Uniswap and will be listed on CoinTiger and Hotbit from October 10. 

 
It is important to note that the liquidity of the YeFiM Token has been locked for a year, which can be tracked at 
the following: https://info.uniswap.org/pair/0x8f30590adf705e5a355c6b1adc6c4f527b71c46a 

 

YFM Token:  
 

YFM Token is a token of the YeFiM ecosystem, this token is given to the holders of the YeFiM token, 

distribution will be carried out randomly. 

The YFM token is already listed on Uniswap. 

It is important to note that the liquidity of the YFM Token has been locked for a year, which can be tracked at 

the following: https://info.uniswap.org/pair/0xe5031fd9edcd3c2d723e1d61ae8b47dc1e5fbc99 

 

YFM-Farm: 
 

YeFiM-Farm offers cryptocurrency holders to pool their assets together to provide a large pool of liquidity                

for everyone who wants to exchange this asset, as a return, he receives a lucrative reward straight into the                   

wallet. 

 

 

https://info.uniswap.org/pair/0x8f30590adf705e5a355c6b1adc6c4f527b71c46a


     YFM-Stake: 
 

It is a modern platform that allows YeFiM and YFM token holders to store their assets in a specially designed 

contract. The storage percentage is set automatically depending on the price of the underlying assets and the 

number of assets in the pool. 

 

     YFM-Borrow : 
YFM ecosystem is borrowing - Borrowers can borrow assets in an overcollateralized (perpetual) way, selecting               
USDT (Tether), Ethereum (ETH), or DAI, and earn YFM as a reward for using the protocol. 

 

YFM-Vote : 
 

YFM-Vote offers decentralized platform that allows community to perform on-chain voting. All this             

voting data is record on blockchain which acts as a decentralized, immutable ledger, leaving no place of                 

bureaucratic manipulation or rigging. 

 

YFM-Vault : 
 

YFM-Valut is a protocol that automates yield farming. It uses AI and BigData to look for innovative farming 

strategies, with the objective of bringing maximum yield to the community. 



Standout Features 
 

One-Stop Platform: A one-stop platform for all sorts of Defi products. 

 
Decentralized Governance: With deployment on the blockchain and tokenization enabled, the YF 

Management offers a decentralized business model. 

 
Stake: Unique strategy for calculating the stake percentage. 

 
Tokenization: Enabling businesses to tokenize their businesses using the native YeFim Token 

 
Security: All transactions in YF Management ecosystem are secured by smart contracts 

 
Token Utility: YeFiM Token has native utility derived from acceptance of the token in all of the products 

and services within the YF Management Ecosystem. 

 
Unique and futuristic: The products offered by YF Management and its business model innovative. 

 
Liquidity offered: Liquidity of the token offered through swapping and exchange listing 

 
 
 
 

Problems we solve? 
 

Security issues in finance tackled by decentralized blockchain based financial model 

 
Role of centralized entities removed through dis intermediation and smart  contracts  based 

decision making 

 
Manipulation by controlling authorities and single point of failure issues tackled through 

decentralized governance and distributed architecture 

 
Liquidity in trading activities offered through instant swapping and decentralized market making 



 

 

Tokenomics: Token Allocation 

The pie-chart below gives an overview of how are tokens allocated within the YF Management ecosystem. 



Roadmap 
The chart below gives an overview of the multiple milestones the YF Management ecosystem will achieve 

with the passage of time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2020 Q2 
 

Yearn 
Finance 

Management 
Planning & 

Development 
 

2020 Q3 
- Yefim 
Pre-sale 

- 1 Marketing 
campaign for 

Yearn 
Finance 

Management 
 

 

2020 Q4 
2020 Q4 
Exchange Listing at: 
- CoinTiger 
- Hotbit 
- Probit 
- Top 10 CMCExchange 
- Uniswap 
- Balancer 
- Coinmarketcap 
- CoinGecko 
- CoinPaprika 
 

 
 

2021 Q1 
 

Development 
of Mobile apps 

for Staking, 
borrow and 

vote. 
 

2021 Q2 
 

Marketing 
campaign for 

Yearn Finance 
Management. 

 

 



Contact 
 

Website: https://yfi.management/ 

Email:  support@ yfi.management  

Twitter: https://twitter.com/YFi_Management 

Telegram: https://t.me/YFi_Management 

Telegram Ann Channel: @YFi_Management 

Medium: https://medium.com/@yfi.management 
 
 
 

Key Token Information 
Name: YF Managment 

Symbol: YeFiM  

Symbol: YFM  

Type: ERC20 

Blockchain Network: Ethereum 
 
 

Contract Address: 

YeFim: 

   https://etherscan.io/address/0x4b34c0cbeef271f895d339c5f76322d71a60782b 
 
  YFM: 
   https://etherscan.io/address/0x62915998EB17e579245e9606cF80630a310ed067 
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